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Stephen King has written some of the most classic characters in horror. What would this genre be without Pennywise, the wicked clown who hunts down Derry's innocents? Or what about Jack Torrance, the alcoholic writer who is all work and no play? What would the horror genre be
without Annie Wilkes from Misery? It's hard to say, but fortunately, King has revealed his favorite characters from his fictional works. Who are they? Continue reading to find out. Sophia Lillis, Select Jacobs, Jeremy Ray Taylor, Wyatt Oleff, Jaeden Martell, Jack Dylan Grazer, and Finn
Wolfhard | Kevin Winter/Getty Images Stephen King faces a lot of rejection before arriving where he is today In King's autobiography, On Writing, the author stresses the importance of continuing to write. Before the author broke big, votes refused to have spilled in his bedroom. The author



will nail his rejection letter to the wall until they are no longer fit. pic.twitter.com/PDZMT0BjUL- Stephen King (@StephenKing) September 21, 2019, King said: When I was 14, the nail on my wall would no longer support the weight of the votes refusing to crash into it. I replaced the nail with a
thorn and continued writing. Stephen King's favorite character he once wrote King has written thousands of characters over the years, all filled with complexity that keeps us up at night. In a panel at Lisner Audiotorium, the author is asked that his favorite character be to write for. He gave
some answers. King's first answer was Annie Wilkes from Misery. Wilkes is a obsessive tracker who kidnaps her favorite author and makes him write for her. He then went on to choose a good person from his book, choosing Lisey from Lisey's Story. He said he liked her because she was
based on his wife, Tabitha King. RELATED: Stephen King: Which character from his novels would he at least want to be isolated from? King added, I also like the boys in a story called The Body, made into a movie called Stand By Me. In The Body, a group embarks on a thrilling journey as
they try to find a missing corpse. King recalled one of the most notable quotes from the novel, saying, I never had any friends later, like the people I had when I was 12. God, anyone? Then he gave his final answer, saying, I like Richie Tozier from It. Richie is one of the funniest characters of
any novel, and he adds a brilliant layer of humor relief to another grieving story. Beep, Richie! Stephen King's favourite film adapted from his fiction Most of King's novels have been made into blockbusters, some of which go on to become award-winning hits While King famously hated
Stanley Kubrick's film-in-law The Shining' film, there was an film film that brought him to tears. That movie is Stand By Me. Me. by Rob Reiner, the 80s film remains a classic to this day. King told Rolling Stone, I think it's true with the book, and because it has the emotional gradient of the
story. It's moving. I think I'm afraid of Rob Reiner. He showed it to me in the cinema room at the Beverly Hills Hotel... And you have to remember that the movie was made on a shoestring. It is believed to be one of those things that opened in six cinemas and could then disappear. And
instead, it went viral. When the film ended, I hugged him because I was moved to tears. Stephen King is undoubtedly one of the best-selling authors of all time. With over 70 books written, this man certainly knows how to keep us hooked. Keeping all his stories in mind, what is the king of
three favorite Stephen King novels? Stephen King | Marc Andrew Deley/Getty Images Stephen King has given us books for almost 50 years While the Master of Horror is responsible for making us wet at night, he has also taught us valuable lessons about love and friendship. And after
nearly 50 years of writing novels, we are still eagerly awaiting his latest books on the shelves. But among all his books, including the king labeled as his favorite? Is it The Shining? Maybe suffering? Pet Semetary? Stephen King's favorite book he once wrote It became popular knowledge for
devout king fans that his favorite book ever written was Lisey's Story. This 2006 novel is very personal to King, as it focuses on his relationship with his wife, Tabitha. King has also revealed one of his favorite novels. It involves a murderous clown hanging out in a sewer, and threatening
people through red balloons. IT is not only one of King's favorite works, but is also considered by fans to be his most epic novel to date. As the book is more than 1,000 pages long, we get to know the losers' Club members as if we were part of this band of misfits themselves. We suddenly
found ourselves wanting to spend all our time with this group of friends, be it Richie Tozier or Beverly Marsh. And his next favorite king novel involves time travel through a cheap burger joint. Any guess what? King has declared that one of his favorites is 11/22/63. This novel tells the story of
a man named Jake Epping, who has to go back in time to the 1960s. Why, you ask? Oh, it's no big deal. All he has to do is stop JFK's assassination. Stephen King tossed one of his most famous novels into the Trash In the 1970s, King lived in a park in what he claims to be America's
armpits. While hunched over in his cramped laundry room, the soon-to-be horror master will bang away on his typewriter while writing his first major book. He brews up the story of a pimply young girl who develops telekinetic powers when she receives her first stage. RELATED: Stephen
King: Which character does it slowly Will your novels at least be quarantined? At the time, King worked as a school gatekeeper, and this gave him all the inner spoons he needed in the juvenile mind. The manuscript is called Carrie, and King hates it. pic.twitter.com/PDZMT0BjUL- Stephen
King (@StephenKing) September 21, 2019 Because King is not a fan of his writing, he threw Carrie's manuscript in the trash. Tabitha King, his wife for years, was going through the trash when she found it. After skimming over the story, she eagerly learns what happened next. She inspired
King to continue writing, and Carrie eventually became his first major breakthrough. More often than not, Stephen King's novels became box office hits. From the 70s, we watched his books turned into classic films. The Shining, Carrie, and Stand By Me are just some of the many King edied
from straight pages to the big screen. However, some of his best books went under the radar because they were not made into movies. Here are the best King books that have yet to be turned into films. Stephen King | Gary Miller/Getty Images The Stand Although The Stand received a
TELEVISION adapted in 1994, King's original novel has yet to be made into a film. Although a cinematic version of The Stand is a great idea, it makes sense that it has not been made into a movie yet. With the book longer than 1,000 pages, the film will take more than four hours to get all
the necessary bits in it. RELATED: 'The Stand': Why Stephen King Has Never Been Happy With the Ending The Stand tells the story of a deadly virus that kills 99% of the population. Although the novel debuted in 1978, it has returned in recent months due to the current coronavirus
epidemic. The book is considered by many to be one of King's best novels to date, but it has yet to be produced on the big screen. Even so, CBS All Access recently completed production for a miniseries of The Stand. This will be released some time next year. 11/22/63 King fans can't get
enough of 11/22/63. This sized artwork is one of King's most romantic novels to date. Just when you thought the horror author couldn't have been any better, he proved in this book that he is a great romantic writer as well. There's enough of a love story here to blow Nicholas Sparks out of
the water! The novel tells the story of a man from our present age who travels back in time to the 1960s. The reason he was sent back in time was that he had to one hand stop the JFK assassination. Meanwhile, he eventually fell in love with Sadie, woman from the 1960s. The fact that they
come from different eras puts a damper on their relationship, but eventually they work to overcome it. Regardless of the dire circumstances, the novel has a vibe that feels good about it. Although have not been converted into a movie, you can watch hulu TV series, 11.22.63, starring James
Franco. Mr. Mercedes Mr. Mercedes | Brandon Williams/Getty Images Although it has yet to be adapted into a film, Mr Mercedes has been adapted into a tv series starring Brendan Gleeson and Mary-Louise Parker. You can access the program on Amazon Prime. Mr. Mercedes (2014) is an
incredible read. Instead of relying on the horror genre where King tends to thrive, this book is a detective novel. It followed Bill Hodges and his unlikely team of detectives, who had to take down the murderous Brady Hartsfield. Mr. Mercedes reads like a good episode of Criminal Minds, and
the book is impossible to put down. Writing day pic.twitter.com/PDZMT0BjUL- Stephen King (@StephenKing) Writing Day is the perfect book for any 100-year-old writer. While the second half of the book refers to King's best writing advice, the first half is reserved for horror education
masters. King dived into his humble beginnings, and allowed us on how he managed to become the bestselling author we know him as he is today. On Writing has not yet been adapted into a film, but most fans would love to see an autobiographical film about the author. Last updated on
November 4, 2020 Self-improvement is not a major change of mind; it can really be simple steps to improve what you've got to help you get where you want to be. However, what you will need is consistency, determination and deliberate to try some things that will last and challenge you.
Instead of setting your vision way out into the future, which leaves you feeling like you'll never make it, you can start following simple and effective self-improvement steps today. So if you want to make an immediate impact on your life and be ready to act, then continue reading– you'll love
these!1. Be ready to work hard. As with anything in life, if you want something, you've got to work hard to get it. This does not mean that you burn candles at both end, leaving you exhausted and leaving your personal life in ruins. It just means that when you want something bad enough,
you'll put in time to get there. Action is important here and the more 'inspired' the action, the better the end result.2. Make sure you have friends who you can talk to. Load sharing is as important as with any self-improvement. If you can communicate with others and get feedback on how
you're doing, that's great. We all need 'cheerleaders' in our corners to keep us going when times get tough, but you also need to have people who will tell you how to do do it even if you don't want to hear it. So make sure you have a good support network around you, especially those with
opinions you respect. 3. Adapt to your situation instead of They. Sometimes, we can reach a difficult stage. Maybe you have lost your job or your partner has left you. Instead of analyzing the situation, learn to adapt to your situation and accept them as they are. It's not about making your
circumstances into some kind of drama; Remember, what you focus on is expansion which means you'll get more of it. Then you do not become your problem and you will feel much less burdened by them.4. Make sure you use your time wisely. Time is of the essence, some might say;
while others will say that time is an illusion. One thing we do know is that you have a life on this planet, so the way you use that time is extremely important. So how can you use your time wisely? Only you know how to do it, but look at how you currently spend your day: you sit working all
day, go home, eat and then sit slumped in front of the TV for the rest of the evening? Your time on this earth is precious, so isn't it time to make use of the time you've left? Try something new, go for a walk, learn a new language or meditate, but make sure it's something you absolutely
love.5. Always consistent. A great way to improve yourself is to change the way you work. For example, with your friends, are you always one of those unreliable people bowing your head out of an arrangement just before it happens? Or are you someone who started a new exercise routine
and then stopped doing it 3 weeks into it? Whatever it is and whatever you do, always consistent. When you make a commitment, stick to it. It will improve your life incredibly you will feel more confident and happier with yourself, especially because you will know that whatever you solve,
you will be able to always do it!6. Go find your place of happiness. No, I'm not saying places like in popping to your local bar or restaurant and gorging yourself on your favorite drinks or food. What I'm saying is to find out what you love to do, what makes you happy and go there. Your happy
place is a place where you find peace where you lose yourself and feel satisfied. Meditation is a great way to find your happy place; it brings you back to you and ensures that you always live in the present moment. 7. Make sure you embrace all your emotions. In life you will find that it
throws you some difficult challenges, sometimes it will bring out your fears and lead you into uncertainty, and other times it will be fun. It is important to embrace all the emotions that come up Your life, embrace them wholeheartedly and understand why they are there and then let them go.
Try not to ignore or oppose them because remember what you resist, persist, so always embrace them.8. Always be prepared to step out of your comfort zone. The idea of stepping out of your comfort zone for some people can leave you paralyzed with fear; However, any changes in your
life, your comfort zone will always have to be stepped out. It's not something big, like doing a sky dive or something like crazy. However, it's worthwhile to change something you used to be scared of, like going to your own cinema or eating at a sushi restaurant when thinking of trying raw
fish that normally means you run for the hills. So try something new—it's not necessarily eccentric, but it must challenge you!9. Be there to help others. Whether it's helping a stranger on the street or a family member or a friend helping others or in their time of need, lending a helping hand
is a great and simple self-improvement to make. For others not only in favor of the people you are helping, but also for yourself; it can give you a sense of purpose, contribute and also lose your mind about your own troubles and worries. 10. Live in the present moment. An excellent self-
improvement tool is to live in the present moment, to live in the present. It is in this moment that you will appreciate all that you have and see beauty in the simplest things. Heeding your current circumstances and bringing your mind back to where it belongs will bring a happier way of life
instead of constant anxiety or an emphasis on the past or future– both of which do not exist. Only the present moment exists. Once you get used to such life, you'll never want to go back!11. Learn something new. There is nothing as liberating as learning something new; it can lift both your
confidence and self-esteem and give you a great reason to meet new people. If you continually build up your brain activity by learning something new all the time, you will feel on top of your game and want to share the knowledge you have learned. There is nothing quite so empowering as
learning a new tool in life that can improve your friends' circles or raise confidence levels or both! Reading is also a great way to help you learn something new:12. Exercise daily. This may seem like an obvious thing, but exercise is important not only for your health but also for your mental
well-being. We all know that after exercise, the world can feel a brighter and more positive place, so why don't we do it more often? Exercise is not about getting the perfect body or losing weight; it's more about feeling good inside and out! With a healthy body comes a healthy mind, so let's
start something today. Even if it's just a daily walk, it's better than staying on that couch, a More. 13. Go to new places, travel a little. I'm not saying that flying to some distant lands is forgotten, although you can if you want. It's more about going to new places and experiencing life outside
your own backyard. Too many of us stay in one place too often. We only see the same person, the same street and do the same thing every day.  If you want to improve your life, get out there and see the world and what it can offer.  You can start by going to a town or city you've never been
to in your own country and checking out architecture, landscapes and people.  Anything new is good, so get out there!14. Listen to music and dance uplifting. If there's one thing that can really improve your life and get you excited about it, it's listening to great uplifting music and dancing. 
When was the last time you really let go?  Let it all hang loose and get into a piece of music and let yourself go?  Dancing, like exercise, makes you feel great. It releases all sorts of emotions and can make you feel unbelievably good.  Self-improvement is not all about serious things; it can
be something as simple as finding new music, music that inspires you and makes you dance and have fun!15. Get up earlier than usual. This is the last one, and it's finally because it's one of those self-improvement tips that we all know is a good thing, but we seem to avoid it at all costs!  If
you think about it, the earliest part of the day is when your brain is most active because it has been turned off in the last 7 hours or so.  So you don't think it's best to get all of the above done in the morning?  Things like exercise, meditation and dancing, can all be done in the first part of the
day.  Take it from me: This early morning tool can really get your day started with a bang! Learn more about Self-ImprovementFeatured photo credit: Laura Chouette via unsplash.com unsplash.com
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